The COMMANDO Elite 4x4 armored vehicle features the ultimate combat package of survivability, mobility, lethality, sustainability and technology. The modern design protects troops in a comfortable interior during engagements from small arms to roadside IEDs while providing the hooks and capabilities for customer mission equipment.
COMMANDO Elite vehicles are highly protected and capable vehicles, providing superior direct-fire and mine blast protection. These vehicles come equipped with our latest drive train enhancements making them fast and highly maneuverable in a wide range of environments. With a digital back bone, the COMMANDO Elite has the hooks for future upgrades and other Mission Equipment Packages (MEPs).

**KEY SPECIFICATIONS**

- **SEATING**
  - 2 crew, 4 personnel

- **GROSS VEHICLE WEIGHT**
  - 40,700 lb (18,460 kg)

- **GRADIENT/SIDE SLOP**
  - 60%/30%

- **RANGE**
  - 400 mi @ 50 mph (644 km @ 80 kph)

- **ENGINE**
  - Cummins QSL 365, 365 hp, 1113 lb-ft

- **SPEED**
  - 65 mph (105 kph)

- **VERTICAL WALL**
  - 24 in (610 mm)

- **FORDING**
  - 60 in (1,524 mm)

**FEATURES**

- Digital backbone for vehicle systems monitoring and future electronics expansion

- Accommodates nearly any remote weapon station available - single or dual weapon mix

- Superior direct-fire and mine-blast protection with V-shaped monocoque hull

- Drive train enhancements for superior mobility in a wide range of environments

- Equipped with multiple sensors and weapons options for added lethality